Benefits of Time-Correlated and Breath-Triggered MR Acquisition in Treatment Position for Accurate Liver Lesion Contouring in Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy
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Introduction

In stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT), high-gradient dose is delivered and target volumes have to be delineated precisely in order to avoid irradiation of healthy tissue. Liver lesions are not always visible on planning CT imaging, even after injection of contrast agent. MR images are therefore necessary for a precise lesion contouring. Accurate registration is thus a crucial step for SBRT planning in order to perform relevant delineation of target volumes.

Prior to imaging, gold fiducials are implanted under echo or CT guidance inside or in the vicinity of the lesions. These fiducials are used both as surrogate to pinpoint the lesion in order to precisely position the patient on the treatment machine, and also as markers to register planning CT and MR images.

Liver imaging is challenging because of movement caused by breathing. This movement has been reported to be up to 2 cm in free breathing [1]. Our institution uses audio coaching for a better breathing pattern reproducibility [2].

In order to account for breathing motion, planning CT is performed on a 4D CT. The planning and treatment are generally made on exhale images as these are more reproducible [3]. MR sequences were thus optimized to match CT images in exhale phase.

MR imaging

With the aim of improving registration accuracy, MR images were acquired in the same position as for CT planning images using Orfit (Orfit Industries, Wijnegem, Belgium) dedicated thermo-plastic nets, table, supports and cushions and Civco (Civco Medical Solutions, Coralville, Iowa, USA) knee cushion (Figs. 1A, 1B).

MR imaging series of the liver were acquired at the 1.5T MAGNETOM Aera (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using the 18-channel body flex coil (Fig. 1C). The optimized MR sequences were able to take into account the support table and immobilization devices, which neither interfered with, nor degraded the images.

A total of three sequences were systematically acquired:

- For T2 lesion visualization, axial series of Single Shot Fast Spin Echo T2-weighted with fat saturation (T2) were used. Image acquisition is triggered on exhale and allows motion artifact reduction. TR and TE are 5248 ms and 73 ms respectively.

---

1A Dedicated table, supports and cushions for patient’s immobilization and positioning at the MR 1.5T Aera scan (1A); patient’s thermo-plastic net with laser alignment (1B) and final setting with body coil ready for MR acquisitions (1C).
The combination of Dixon and ultra-fast gradient echo T1-weighted images with CAIPIRINHA (Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging Results in Higher Acceleration) technique allows performing the acquisition in one exhale breath-hold. Fiducials are visible on Dixon water separation images (T1 Dixon). TR and TE are 6.78 ms and 2.39 ms respectively.

After injection of gadolinium-based contrast agent, lesion visualization was obtained with a T1-weighted Fast Low Angle Shot imaging sequence (T1 TFL) acquired using GRAPPA (Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisitions) technique and with breath triggering on expiration phase. Gold fiducials are also visible on this sequence. TR and TE are 835 ms and 2.32 ms respectively.

Slice thickness was set to 2 mm for all series and pixel size was 1.48 x 1.48 mm² for T2 and T1 TFL; and 1.18 x 1.18 mm² for T1 Dixon. All sequences were acquired in the same plane and with the same slice positions in order to ease image registration in the treatment planning software.

The entire MR imaging protocol lasts generally between 15 and 20 minutes, depending on the regularity of the patient’s breathing pattern.

Image registration for treatment planning
Radiotherapy planning is based on a 4D CT reconstructed in six phases across the respiratory cycle, CT0 and CT50 corresponding to inhale and exhale phases respectively. The CT50 expiration phase is the image set used for MR image registration.

As the three MR image sets are registered, the T1 Dixon water-only image set is used to register to CT50 images using the gold fiducials and the two other sequences are automatically registered. T1 Dixon is useful to register water separation MR images based on fiducials’ position, as they are the most visible on this sequence (see red arrow on Figure 2B). The two breath-triggered (expiration phase) sequences (T2 and injected T1 TFL) provide a motion artifact-free image necessary to accurately delineate the lesion (Figs. 2C, D). An example of lesion delineation is given in Figure 2A.

Target motion range is assessed based on fiducials’ displacement. Treatment planning is most frequently performed on expiration phases, but when lesion movement caused by breathing is small, target contouring is done on all breathing phases.

Example of registered image for a breast metastasis in liver segment V. Injected CT50 with target contour delineated in red thanks to the MR sequences (2A), T1 Dixon with red arrow identifying fiducial (2B), T2 showing hyper intense lesion (2C) and injected T1 TFL (2D).
better registration with 4D CT planning over the entire breathing cycle. Delineation accuracy will benefit from significant improvements if the same respiratory phases are registered from both MR and CT modalities.
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